
Upminster Junior School

Spring Term 



Spring Term- English

Spring 1

● Book Focus: 

The Ice Bear

Grammar

Noun phrases expanded by the addition of 

modifying adjectives, nouns and prepositional 

phrases

Fronted adverbials

Use of commas after fronted adverbials

Apostrophes to mark plural possession

Spring 2 

● Book Focus: 

Matilda

Grammar

Appropriate choice of pronoun or noun within 

and across sentences to aid cohesion and 

avoid repetition 

Standard English forms for verb inflections 

instead of local spoken forms [for example, we 

were instead of we was, or I did instead of I 

done] 



Spring Term- Maths

Spring 1

Measure: 

● Money

● Converting Units

● Area & Perimeter

● Time

Geometry:

● Properties of Shape

● Position & Direction

Spring 2

Geometry

● Position & Direction

Statistics

Place Value

Addition & Subtraction

Multiplication & Division



Spring Term- Science & Foundation Subjects
Science

Living things and their habitats

● grouping living things
● Identify animals from the 5 

main vertebrate groups
● classification keys

History-

Spring 1

Ancient Egyptians

Spring 2

Ancient Greece

Art-Spring 1 

Pablo Picasso inspired self-

portraits and sculptures

Design & Technology- Spring 2

Food and Nutrition

Design and make a smoothie
PE

Spring 1- Football & Dance

Spring 2- Netball & Yoga

RE

Spring 1

What matters most to Humanists 

and Christians? 

Spring 2

Where and how do people worship? 

PSHE

Spring 1-Dreams & Goals

Spring 2-Healthy Me

Music- Spring 1 Compose using 

‘Your Imagination’

French- Spring 2 The Weather & 

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Computing

Spring 1-We are musicians

Spring 2-We are bloggers



Trips and Experiences for Spring Term

Upminster Library
TBC

Y4 Art Exhibition
10th February 2023 

at 2.30pm

Matilda
19th April 2023



PE

● PE days have changed

● Two sessions a week - indoor and outdoor.
● Outdoor clothing

4S 4B 4W

Monday and Tuesday Tuesday and Wednesday Monday and Wednesday 



Importance of Reading
Children who are good at reading do more of it: they learn more, about all sorts of things, and their 
expanded vocabulary, gained from their reading, increases their ease of access to more reading. 
Conversely, those for whom reading is difficult fall behind, not just in their reading but in all subjects and a 
vicious circle develops. - The Reading Framework, January 2022

Tips to support reading at home:

Talk about the book-don’t just read the words

Give lots of encouragement

Make reading with your child a special time

Trips to the library

Environmental print



Sharing a Book with a Child
Discuss the front cover of the book-What might the story be about?

Talk about the boo-e.g. Character, setting, content

Ask questions about the text to develop a child’s understanding e.g. why was the character 
scared?

Making predictions- stop reading part way through & encourage the child to predict what might 
happen next

Vocabulary-discuss the meaning of unfamiliar words

Summarise-can the child retell the key events of the story? 

Visualise- what picture of the character/setting have you got in your head? 

Making judgements- what was your favourite art and why? 



Thank you for all of your 

support!


